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Minimal critical masses Of U02 and MOX fuel are calculated over the full range of uranium enrichments and
Plutonium contents from less than I% up to I 0%. The calculations are performed using deterministic methods
for optimally water-moderated and fully reflected spherical arrays, searching for the minimum of the critical mass
as a function of moderation ratio and size of the fuel pieces. The critical masses of mixtures of enriched uranium
and plutonium are determined by combining the results obtained for U02 and MOX with natural uranium matrix
material, with explicit calculations for a few cases confirming the validity of the method of combination. The
minimum number of full-length power eactor fuel rods, for which criticality can be achieved, is determined by
searching for the critical diameter of an optimally moderated and reflected cylindrical array. The critical masses
calculated in this work form the basis for the criticality safety limits implemented in the hot cells of the PSI hot
laboratory, applying a safety factor of 0.45 between the critical and the allowable masses.
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1 Introduction Hence, the incentive to take credit for the isotopic dilu-
tion increased.

A variety of operations are performed with fissile 2 Calculations
materials in different chemical and physical forms in 2.1 Models and Assumptions
the hot laboratory of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)
in Switzerland. For some operations and in the stor- Minimal critical masses were calculated for ura-
age facility, protection against criticality is maintained nium dioxide WOO and MOX fuel. In every case,
by limitations on the mass of fissile nuclides or by the the fuel was assumed to be optimally moderated by
geometrical design (e.g. diameter of vessels or storage water and surrounded by a thick water reflector. The
channels). For operations such as post-irradiation ex- outer shape of the array was chosen so as to minimise
aminations of nuclear fuel rods, criticality safety limits the leakage. This implies, a) a spherical arrangement
based on the minimal critical masses of the pure fis- for solid oxide fuel in an arbitrary geometrical shape
sile nuclides (in optimally moderated and reflected so- and, b a cylindrical array in the case of full-length rods
lutions) would be unduly conservative and too limiting (with a fixed length exceeding by far the critical diam-
for the practical operations. In these operations, credit eter of the configuration). These configurations repre-
can be taken for the dilution of the fissile material by sent the most reactive conceivable situations and corre-
absorbing nuclides (specially 21U) and for the geom- spond to very conservative assumptions because each
etry in the case of full-length rods (before cutting). can only occur under a combination of highly unlikely

In the past, calculations were performed each time accident conditions. All the calculations were carried
before introducing a batch of rods into the hot cells to out for fresh fuel. All the materials were assumed to be
verify the subcriticality of the new configuration. With at room temperature.
the increase of the number of post-irradiation exam- The allowable masses for the operations in the
inations, this procedure became too time consuming. hot cells were determined by multiplying the critical
A more generic approach to determine the allowable masses from these calculations with a safety factor of
masses was therefore taken. At the same time the focus 0.45, as recommended in the Gen-nan criticality safety
of these activities shifted from fast reactor test fuel with standards') for facilities whose design does not inher-
high fissile contents to conventional VrR fuel rods. ently exclude an eroneous increase of the file] mass.
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2.2 Calculational Methods of Ref. 4. The multiplication factors lc�fr for these ex-
periments, which can also be found in Table 1, are ap-

All the calculations described in this paper were proximately I% high, which agrees with other calcula-
performed using the deterministic codes BOXER and tions using ENDF/B-IV ENDF/B-V and JEF I nuclear
ONEDANT. data 4,5).

BOXER 2) is a LViR fuel assembly code devel- BOXER has been used for many criticality calcula-
oped at PSI which performs cell calculations and tions, both for the PSI nuclear facilities and for Swiss
two-dimensional transport and depletion calculations nuclear power plants and industry, mostly in the con-
in Cartesian geometry. The cross-section library for text of spent fuel storage pools.
BOXER is based mostly on JEF I nuclear data (""'Gd
from JENDL-2, Zircalloy-2 from ENDF/B-4). It con- Table 1: Summary of BOXER/ONEDANT validation
tains microscopic cross sections in 70 groups and point

resonance data in the energy range between 13 and Experiments kfr lo,)
907 eV. The cell calculation in BOXER consists of
a two-region point-wise collision probability calcula- Uniform lattice criticals:
tion for the resonance self-shielding 8000 lethargy
points) and an integral transport calculation in cylin- U02 43 experiments) 1.00206 0.00330
drical geometry for the fine group fluxes 70 groups). MOX 31 experiments) 1.00820 0.01248

Spectra for the collapsing of cross sections of homoge- Pu nitrate solutions:

neous materials such as absorber plates and reflectors PNL7 1.0096
are determined by a one-dimensional transport calcula- PNLI2 1.0120
tion in slab geometry, using a boundary source from a
cell calculated previously. The two-dimensional trans-
port calculations are performed using a transmission

probability integral transport method for hornogenised 3 Minimal Critical Masses Of U02 and
cells which couples adjacent meshes by surface cur-
rents. The angular distribution of these currents is ap- Mox
proximated by a first order spherical harmonics expan-
sion in each quadrant and the space dependence by a 3.1 U02 and MOX with Natural Uranium
linear function. Pi anisotropy of the scattering is taken Minimal critical masses were determined for solid
into account. uranium dioxide over the full range of enrichments up

ONEDANT') is a general purpose SN code for to 100% and for mixed oxide of plutonium in natural
one-dimensional transport calculations in slab, cylin- uranium. The plutonium (total of all isotopes) was con-
drical and spherical geometries developed at Ls servatively replaced by pure 239 Pu. For MOX fuel with
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). For the stud- depleted uranium as a carrier material the latter is re-
ies described here, ONEDANT was run using broad- placed by natural uranium, i.e., no credit is taken for
group cross sections for homogenised cells prepared by the lower 235U content. No restriction was made on
BOXER. the geometrical shape of the fuel. It is well known that

BOXER has been successfully validated for criti- for low-enriched fuel a heterogeneous arrangement of
cality calculations against a large number of critical ex- the fuel in the moderator is more reactive than a homo-
periments and international benchmark problems, in- geneous mixture. Therefore, the minimal citical mass
cluding configurations representative of storage pools had to be searched for as a function of both the modera-
and transport casks. The mean k.fr and the standard tion ratio and the size of the fuel pieces, and the optimal
deviations for a large number Of U02 and MOX uni- outer shape of the array is spherical.
form lattice critical experiments are shown in Table 1. In the calculations the fuel and the moderator were
The results for the U02 configurations are excellent. homogenised by BOXER cell calculations in cylindri-
The somewhat high average for the MOX experiments cal geometry. The fuel diameter and the moderation
seems to be typical for EF I data, and the rather large ratio were the free parameters for the search for the
spread may be at least partly due to the fact that many minimal critical masses. Implicitly this means that
of the configurations are small. In these configura- the fuel was assumed to be in cylindrical stacks (with-
tions only a small number of rods have an asymptotic out cladding) with a spherical outer shape of the ar-
spectrum (not influenced by the reflector) and there- ray. For each fuel composition (enrichment or Pu con-
fore the measured critical bucklings have a relatively tent) some 30 to 50 cell calculations for a wide range
high uncertainty. The BOXER-ONEDANT calcula- of fuel diameters and moderation ratios were first pr-
tional route used here has also been applied to the cal- formed. In order to limit the number of ONEDANT
culation of two water-reflectcd critical spheres contain- calculations and data transfers, the critical masses were
ing Pu nitrate solutions (experiments PNL7 and PNL 2 first estimated based on the material bucklings obtained
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from these cell calculations assuming a certain value Table 3 Minimal critical masses (kg of total UPu)
of the reflector savings. An estimate for the minimal for water-moderated MOX (211pU in nat. U)
critical mass m and the values of fuel diameter and
moderation ratio, for which this minimum is reached, Pu content Crit. mass
were determined by interpolation. Then, the spheri- (wt-%)
cal configuration for these parameter values was cal-
culated using ONEDANT with cell-averaged macro- 0.2 2010
scopic broad-group cross sections from BOXER. The 0.5 370
radius of the fuet/moderator region was manually ad- 1.0 121
justed to achieve criticality, resulting in a new value 2.0 44.8
mb for the minimal citical mass. When ml and mb 7.0 9.26
did not agree, the reflector savings was corrected and 50 0.992
the procedure restarted with the estimate of the critical 100 0.470
mass for each calculated cell, until the two values ml
and mb converged. In this way it was possible to ob-
tain accurate values for the minimal critical mass with
only a few ONEDANT calculations.

3.2 MOX with Enriched Uranium
Table 2: Minimal critical masses (kg of total U) for

water-moderated U02 In the PSI advanced fuels project, actinide ceram-
ics consisting of plutonium in eriched uranium were

Enrichment Crit. mass Ref I prepared and post-irradiation examinations were per-
(wt-%) formed on rods of such compositions in the hot labora-

tory. Therefore, critical masses for such mixtures had
0.9 10173 also to be determined. The procedure described in the
1.0 3445 3000 previous section could of course also be applied to this
1.2 1125 type of fuel. However, it would be very time consum-
1.5 454 430 ing to perform these calculations for the full range of
2.0 194 190 combinations of enrichment and Pu content.
3.0 78.3 81.5 Therefore, critical masses of mixtures of unirradi-
4.0 46.2 47.0 ated enriched uranium and plutonium were calculated
5.0 32.1 31.2 using the above method only for a few practically im-
7.0 19.5 portant combinations of uranium enrichment and Pu
50 1.708 content. For the general case of such mixtures the criti-
100 0.770 cal masses were determined by combining the results

for U02 and plutonium in natural uranium from the

The minimal critical masses obtained from these previous section: The mixture can be fictitiously di-
calculations are shown in Table 2 for U02 and in Ta- vided into a MOX part consisting of plutonium in natu-
ble 3 for MOX fuel. Formulas were fitted to these val- ral uranium and an enriched uranium part. The critical
ues so as to allow an interpolation for arbitrary fissile mass of the mixture is determined by the equation

contents. For low-enfiched U02 these results can be MU mm
compared with the values from the German criticality - +
safety standards') which are also given in Table 2. It Mu Mm

can be seen that the values agree within a few percent, where mu and mm are the masses of the U02 and
except for the case of 1.0% enrichment, which is not MOX fractions, respectively, and Mu and Mm are
very relevant due to the very high critical mass. For the the minimal critical masses of the two constituents
pure fissile nuclides 235U and 239pU (i.e. 100% enrich- from the previous section (calculated using the inter-
ment or Pu content) the minimal critical masses were polation formulas). From a theoretical point of view,
found for homogeneous mixtures of the oxide with wa- this method can be expected to be conservative, be-
ter. The results for these compositions (the " I 00%" en- cause Mu and Mm are the critical masses of the con-
tries in Tables 2 and 3) are slightly lower than the min- stituents in their respective optimal spectra, but the op-
imal critical masses for these mixtures typically given timal spectrum of the mixture is different from these,
in the literature or criticality safety standards, indicat- so that the reactivity of both parts is lower. The criti-
ing that our results are conservative. For the case of the cal masses from this combination and the values calcu-
PU02/water mixture, this agrees with the overestimate lated explicitly are compared in Table 4. The results of
of kff seen in Table I for the solution critical experi- the two methods agree almost perfectly. This confirms
ments. that the method of combination reproduces the critical
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masses of the mixtures correctly. Figure I shows a con- radial leakage and the limiting quantity is actually the
tour plot of the critical mass for the mixtures as a func- diameter of the array or the number of rods rather than
tion of uranium enrichment and Pu content. A safety the fuel mass. This mass is proportional to the active
factor of 045 is applied between the critical and the length of the rods and the critical mass for typical WR
allowable masses also for this type of fuel. fuel rods (with an active length >3 m) is much larger

than the minimal critical masses for a spherical an-ay

Table 4 Minimal critical masses (kg of total UPu) calculated in the previous sections.
for water-moderated mixtures of enriched The critical number of rods was calculated for the
uranium and plutonium following fixed geometrical and material data of the

rods, which are typical for the fuel in use in the Swiss

Critical mass PWR power plants:

U Enrichment Pu content Explicit Cornbi- Pellet diameter: 913 mm
(wt-%) (wt-%) calc. nation Cladding outer diameter: 10.75 mm

Active length: 3580 mm

1.0 1.0 95.3 96 Fuel density: 10.35 g/cm 3

3.0 0.5 50 49.9 Only the moderation ratio was varied as a free pa-
93 30 0.681 0.679 rameter. The fuel compositions considered originally

were U02 with 5% enrichment and MOX with 5 of
fissile plutonium (modelled as 239PU) in natural ura-
nium. When MOX rods with higher initial Pu contents

o- were to be examined in the hot cells, the calculations

were repeated for 6 and 7 of Pu.
go-
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Fig. 1: Contour plot of the minimal critical mass of a
15 -

mixture of enriched uranium and plutonium 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Lattice Pitch [cm]

4 Full-length Rods Fig. 2 Critical masses of full-length PIR fuel rods
in a square array as a function of lattice pitch

Full-length VY'R fuel rods are stored and non-
destructive tests are carried out on them in the hot cells Calculations were performed using BOXER and
prior to cutting for destructive post-irradiation exami- ONEDANT for arrays of these rods, the axial leakage
nations. Fresh WR fuel rods are also handled in ex- being taken into account by a geometrical axial buck-
periments at the PROTEUS critical facility. For these ling. The critical masses for a number of lattice pitches
rods credit can be taken for the geometry. The reac- (or moderation ratios) were determined by interpola-
tivity of an array of long fuel rods is governed by the tion of the k,ff values obtained for different numbers
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of rods. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the critical imal critical masses for solid U02 and MOX fuel het-
masses of rods of different compositions on the lattice erogeneously moderated and reflected by water have
pitch in a square array from the BOXER calculations. been calculated over the full range of uranium enrich-
The minimal critical masses in this geometry were de- ment and Pu content in a natural uranium matrix up
termined from these curves by quadratic interpolation. to 100%. Critical masses for fuel consisting of Pu in
ONEDANT calculations for a circular array were only enriched uranium have been determined by combina-
performed for the optimal pitch found for the square ar- tion of the results for the above two fuel compositions.
ray. The actual minimal critical masses were found by For storage and non-destructive examinations of fll-
manually adjusting the radius of the region containing length LWR fuel rods a simple criterion for the allow-
the fuel rods. able number of rods has been derived by calculating

The following critical fuel (oxide) masses of rods the critical size of an optimally moderated and fully
of the above dimensions (in particular, an active length reflected cylindrical array and dividing the allowable
of 3580 mm) were found: mass found by an upper boundary for the fuel mass

per rod. The criticality safety limits determined in this
290.1 kg for U02 With 5% enrichment work have been implemented in the operational proce-
181.8 kg for MOX with 5% Pufi,, dures of the PSI hot laboratory for a number of years
170.2 kg for MOX with 6 Pufi,,, and have been found to provide adequate flexibility for
157.5 kg for MOX with 7 Puft, the operations carried out.

For the practical implementation in the hot cells
the allowable numbers of rods were determined by ap-
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